ACQ/IMAGE AD accuracy vs. Count Rate 2009.300 to 2011.335
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Graph showing data points for MIRRORA, MIRRORB, PSA, and BOA against Initial Target Offset and Offset from Nominal.
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COS Lamp AD vs. Time from 2009.300 to 2011.335

Mean: 480.7. Fit: $4.625e+02 + 4.600e-02 \times t$
Y values shifted by $-440.744068$

Mean: 695.4. Fit: $6.778e+02 + 4.519e-02 \times t$
Y values shifted by $-735.424603$
COS Lamp XD vs. Time from 2009.300 to 2011.335

Mean: 370.4. Fit: $3.698 \times 10^2 + 1.370 \times 10^{-3} \times t$
Y values shifted by $-360.374576$

Mean: 209.1. Fit: $2.077 \times 10^2 + 3.439 \times 10^{-3} \times t$
Y values shifted by $-219.074074$
COS Lamp AD vs. Background from 2009.300 to 2011.335
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COS Lamp XD vs. Background from 2009.300 to 2011.335
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